Chapter 8--challenging the adaptive capacity of rhythmic movement control: from denervation to force field adaptation.
The neural control of walking involves voluntary descending drive, automatic rhythm and pattern-generating circuits, and sensory feedback to produce appropriate motor output. This control system has to be both robust and adaptable to remain appropriately calibrated to the changes in body size and in environmental demands that occur throughout life. In this chapter, current experimental models that are used to study the adaptive capacity of rhythmic movement control will be presented. Overall, while walking is a complex movement requiring extremely well-timed muscle activation sequences, and considering the presence of automatic rhythm generating circuits, its neural control nevertheless shows a large potential for adaptive modification. Regardless if the need for motor output modification is of internal (e.g., denervations) or external (e.g., changes in environment dynamics) origin, the system copes with the challenge rapidly and efficiently. Neural structures involved in adaptation are distributed, and even reduced preparations such as low spinal cats show extensive adaptive capacity. The degree of adaptive capacity is not unlimited, however. Functional flexors cannot be turned into extensors, and vice versa. In addition, recent evidence suggest that adaptive capacity may be dependent on the timing in the movement where adaptation is required (phase dependency), some phases being more amendable to change than others. Clearly, while important progress has been achieved using denervations and motor adaptation protocols, many questions remain to be answered regarding the mechanisms underlying adaptation and retention of adapted motor output, as well as regarding how sensory inputs are used to trigger adaptation. Recent advances in robotics, together with the design of simple, yet clever protocols such as catch trials are very promising tools to provide more answers.